SYSTEMS ENGINEERING DIVISION

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

- Advance SE technical & business practices
- Promote excellence in the SE program lifecycle & across all disciplines
- Transform & modernize SE practices while maintaining SE principles
- Improve SE processes & practices to deliver system performance
- Push SE boundaries for system development & ensure efficient lifecycle management
- Provide industry perspective to government partners and advocate for SE policy & guidance improvements

WHO WE ARE

The Systems Engineering Division advocates for the widespread use of systems engineering in the Defense Department acquisition process to achieve affordable, supportable, and interoperable weapon systems that meet the needs of warfighters and provide the United States a technological advantage. In addition to supporting the open exchange of ideas and concepts between government and industry, the Division works for a new understanding of a streamlined systems engineering process and aims to provide state-of-the-art national defense systems early in the formation of policies, guidance, initiatives, and investments.

COMMITTEES


ABOUT NDIA

The National Defense Industrial Association is the trusted leader in defense and national security associations. As a 501(c)(3) corporate and individual membership association, NDIA engages thoughtful and innovative leaders to exchange ideas, information, and capabilities that lead to the development of the best policies, practices, products, and technologies to ensure the safety and security of our nation. For more than 100 years, NDIA and its predecessor organizations have been at the heart of the mission by dedicating their time, expertise, and energy to ensuring our warfighters have the best training, equipment, and support.

ENGAGEMENTS

- Annual Systems & Mission Engineering Conference
- Monthly Division Meetings
- Regular Committee Meetings

AFFILIATIONS

AIA | IEEE | INCOSE | SEI | SERC

CONTACT US

Holly Dunlap
Chair, SE Division
holly.dunlap@raytheon.com

John Daly
Vice Chair, SE Division
daly.john@bah.com

Chris Schreiber
Vice Chair, SE Division
chris.schreiber@lmco.com

Jae Yu
Director, Divisions
jyu@NDIA.org

For more information, visit NDIA.org/Divisions/Systems-Engineering